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Experiences, challenges, and perspectives of Transfer Schools.
What are you doing with your time here at Harlem Renaissance High School? Are you really on
top of your game? Are you interested in graduating on time?
by CLAYTON COTTO and DILCIA LAGOMBRA
Some people may have different perspectives on transfer
schools, but is it really a bad
thing after all? Transfer schools
are very helpful if you are on
the top of your game. If you talk
to your counselor, teachers, etc.
then you’ll get all the help you
need. If a student doesn’t self
initiate, transfer schools can be
a tough place to navigate. Some
kids believe they are coming to
a wild place. Others have no
idea what to expect, but believe
there is a negative connotation
attached to coming to a transfer
school.
Is it really that easy to earn
44 credits in four years? It all
depends how you look at it. If
you are on top of your game,
you can graduate in a timely
fashion, but if you’re not focused on your work, then you
will have to repeat courses in
order to graduate on time. Do
you think you can earn 15 credits in one year, in three trimesters?
Most people don’t finish in
two years. According to Ms.
Doulis, “very few students who
come to HRHS graduate early
or on time, which are goals we
would like to meet.” Most of
the students that attend Harlem

Renaissance High School come

here for credit recovery. In order to achieve these two goals,
this means that students need to
work more on coming to school
and focus more on passing their
classes the first time around.
She says this happens when students are not on phones, laughing at others, bullying and
things like that. Students should
use the phones for productive
things such as studying, researching and using it when the
teacher asks them to use it, and
ONLY if it pertains to the lesson taught in class. For example, a student might look up a
vocabulary word on the dictionary app.
It seems that the best chance
one has of doing well at Harlem
Renaissance is if a student is a
self-motivator. Students who
struggle, seem to have a harder
time.
The first student we inter-

What do you think… Send your comments to: IG@myhrhsstory

viewed said, “I have a very hard
time with writing. Even when I
do write, I write slow.” If this
student were to talk to his counselor or teachers about his difficulties with writing, he could
receive the help he needs.
We asked the student, “Do
you go to your teachers for extra help?” He said, “I should be
asking for the extra help, but I
don’t take the time to do it, so
that’s a problem on my part.”
His teachers might be aware
that he writes slow but they
might not know that he actually
struggles with writing mentally.
This student needs more support, and Harlem Renaissance
should have a system in place to
target students who need help.
Student two’s perspective is
kind of different from student
one’s. Student two speaks on
the environment of the school
stating, “The school is changing. To me, it doesn’t seem like
the students are dedicated and
serious about their work, so that
kind of changes the environment and feel of the school. Yes
there are students that aren’t
serious about their work. Some
students show up late or don’t
come to school on a regular basis, but that’s why the school is
We want to hear from you!!
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trying to do activities, trips, etc. to motivate students to come more often. This student thinks the school is trying to help students to be motivated.
We asked Ms. Doulis, about students who are on top of their game at Harlem
Renaissance, and found that attendance really matters. She described student three,
who received 17 credits from September to September, as “punctual and always in
school.” We found that the biggest contributing factor of passing a class is to just
show up. Ms. Doulis reported that, “She did summer school and she was consistent
with attendance and work from the beginning. Also she never really slacked, but
when she felt that she didn’t really have any motivation, she came and spoke to
me.”
The student Ms. Doulis spoke about, student three, says she decided that, “If I
want to get out of high school quickly based on my past, and since I didn’t do well
in my past, I would have to work hard to get classes done and out of the way. I
want to graduate. My first two years of high school were horrible, like really, really
bad. Um…yeah, ninth grade was difficult for me, so I didn’t really earn any credits.” Student three is an example of what students go through early in their high
school years and why transfer school’s like Harlem Renaissance can really help
students recover. How quickly you finish all depends
on how much you want it, how much help your asking for to get it and how hard you’re willing to work
to be done sooner than later.

Programs Harlem Renaissance has and does
not have
What should Harlem Renaissance have?
by TYSHAWN RUSH and TANIEL THOMPSON
A lot of the Harlem Renaissance programs have been around for more than
10 years, longer than many of the current workers have even been here. LPP
offers tutoring, student counseling and
regents prep help. LTW offers a learn
to work program where one gets sent to
different work sites and learns work
skills of his/her choice. Both of these
programs also offer college trips, help
with resumes, and anything that involves college prep. They are always
there for students who have academic,
social or financial problems.
The question we have is should Harlem Renaissance only have programs to
prepare students for college or should
they have more programs that give students other avenues to explore besides
college. Harlem Renaissance doesn’t
have programs that help people who
want to do other things after high

What do you think… Send your comments to: IG@myhrhsstory

school, like trade schools, specialty
schools, military and how to find a descent paying job.

Molly Brown from LPP states that,
“LPP provides programs that helps students graduate, so we do tutoring, help
with regents, homework, filling out job
resumes, applying for college, all kinds
of things that push you forward to gradWe want to hear from you!!
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uating. Also on the counseling
side, if there are things getting
in the way outside of school—
so things going on at home,
with your family or with yourself—we try to help you with
those things here so they don’t
get in your way, and you can
finish successfully.” This is a
good program because it helps
students take steps towards finishing school, but it only guides
people towards college. It
should also educate students
about other options one can prepare for after high school.
We spoke to coordinator of
the LTW program, Lorraine
Mignotte and asked why do we
offer this program? She said,
“we saw a need for additional
services that HR didn’t provide.
The learning to work program
(LTW) was an available program that offered those things,
so they made the contract” she
gave us some examples of jobs
students have received through
LTW, such as “Walgreens,
Modell's, Burlington Coat Factory and stores of that nature.
“We also had kids work in after
school beacon programs, after
school compass programs and
daycares.” The LTW program is
helping our school by giving us
“opportunities besides help in
academic subjects like Math,
English and Regents prep.” So
if any students wants the opportunity to make money by getting a job, they can go get an
application in the LTW office,
up on the 5th floor in room 507.

Harlem Renaissance does not
have any school sports teams or
a sports program for students to

interact in. Over the past few
years, Mr. Gray “has been looking into getting a sports program in the school, but we just
don’t have the proper equipment and practice space. By
law, we have to have the proper
equipment to run an organized
sports program.” If a student
wants to have a future career in
sports management and coaching, it would be great to produce a sports program that
helps.

Having only academic classes makes school boring and
limiting. Even though this is a
disadvantage of coming to HR,
if we don’t have the facilities,
the school still serves our most
important needs without it, and
the school can direct students to
schools after high school that
will help them focus on sports.

The big talk is about the studio. We do have the facilities, in
the case of careers involving
music and production, to train
kids in careers that can support
them after high school, but we
have no credited programs that
train kids in DJing, engineering
and production. We asked Onida Cruz, the Assistant Principal,
“Do you think about offering
music classes for the students

What do you think… Send your comments to: IG@myhrhsstory

who likes music?” She states,
“We don’t have an art program
right now so art and music
would be intertwined, so yes”.
We also spoke to her about studio access on student’s free
time she said “the only way
would be if a teacher volunteers
to be in the studio with the students”. The major problem
about the studio and having it as
a course is “primarily it’s because we don’t have anybody
who has a license that can teach
music”. I feel that the school
should make the process faster
on finding a licensed teacher to
work in the studio so the kids
who have a love of music pursue their dream.

It has just been announced
that there would be studio access to the students for three
new days which is Tuesday,
Thursday, and Friday during
lunch.

What do you
think? Write
your comments
on:
IG@myhrhsstory
We want to hear from you!!
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Hey You! Stay On Track!!
What are the Pros and Cons of staying on track? Are there really Cons?
by MAE’LANI WORRELL and BRIYANA BROWN
This generation has complications with staying on track,
which reduces chances of graduating on time. In our experience, it seems more and more
students lose interest in school.
Interest is lost due to the fact
students get tired of trying and
trying to make everything work
together between school and
their personal lives. If a student
misses a couple of days, chances are they are behind in work
which leads to anxiousness and
less interest in completing the
work. That also leads to dropping out.
Harlem Renaissance students,
do you have a clue if you’re on
track or not? Many students
come here with different perspectives thinking they can do
whatever they want like
(skipping classes, not coming to
school, being late, misbehaving
etc.) because this is an alternative school. In all reality, there
are plenty of reasons of why
you should stay on track and
how you can. When you are in
school, you should be focusing
on classes and credits.
There are
many staff
members in
this school
that want to
help, like
guidance
counselors,
deans,
teachers,
our LPP
and LTW staff, our student culture coordinator and the principal. Even out of school, there
are many things you can do to
pass, like studying independently for Regents and homework.
Plenty of students ask, “Well

why should I stay on track if
I’m going to graduate either
way or not go to college?” You
shouldn’t have that mindset.
Staying on track in school can
go a very long way.
A student in this school
named Tiffany is in between
staying on track and losing focus. She is supposed to be a
senior but qualifies as a junior.
She states “What’s distracting
me is having fun in my personal
life, my friends and my phone.”
This is the most common issue
with students. Although many
people have said this as a distraction, there are many people
who will not admit it. We asked
her, “do you know how to stop
these distractions?” She said, “I
can put my phone down, and I
can tell my friends I have to focus on school.” She understands
and can admit that her friends
are a big distraction, she also
understands that there’s more
important things than having
fun.
However there are many
ways you can prevent staying
off track if you have a hectic
schedule while attending
school. Many things can help
you manage school and outside
life such as using a planner on
your phone, setting an alarm to
wake up on your phone, going
to sleep on time, focusing on
completing all work in school
or in after-school programs like
LPP or LTW and choosing not
to focus on your outside life.
Staying on track can be easy
especially when you have people who are there to help you.
During my interview, we asked
if she has anyone who helps her
and she told me, her mother.
Many people can’t relate due to

What do you think… Send your comments to: IG@myhrhsstory

their personal situations. If a
person doesn’t have family support, there is still support at
school.
Another source would be the
guidance counselors who are
always willing to help. Many
counselors are good sources,
they push you to stay on track
because they want to see you
graduate. Some counselors even
help out, outside of school especially if they’re seeing you try.
Staying on track in school for
some students is super hard because they have another life that
seems more important, outside
of school. Some students have
kids, some have serious family
problems, jobs, money problems, homeless, legal problems
and other issues. Some have no
idea how to manage coping
with school and personal life at
the same time. Some of these
reasons are actually pros for
being off track. It is good that a
person wants to work to support
a child or just work period. But
how many kids are off-track for
responsible reasons?
Another student named
“Nicolijah Olivo” who is 21 is
off track. He is supposed to
graduate in March but he might
not finish until June. He states,
“what’s distracting me is getting
to school more and my living
situation, and balancing school
and going to work.” He has 39
credits but needs 44 to graduate
but because of personal issues
he struggling. He needs to focus
on work to provide for his family, but he is also committed to
making sure he focuses on
school. He wants a good job to
benefit his family and himself
more. Nicolijah does have an
understanding of what he can
We want to hear from you!!
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do to make sure he graduates on
time and gets out of here already. He says “managing time
between school and work, and
having a plan is also a way he
can make sure he stays on track
and gets out of here already.”
Our guidance counselors in
the school, Ms. Doulis and Ms.
Friedman, who are both located
on the second floor, are two of
the many support staff members
you can talk to. They do everything they can to make sure students get the help they need
with school issues and personal

have met with her many times
to make sure everything is ok or
even just to talk and she has
been very helpful. Ms. Doulis
has even called students to
make sure that they wake up
and get here on time.
Lastly the most important interview was with the principal,
Mr. Caputo, who was very hard
to get to because he is very busy
making sure that the school is in
order. His job is basically to run
the school. He has to make sure
that all students and staff follow
the rules and regulations that

issues. Ms. Doulis stated what
she thinks the problem is with
students, “If they are supporting
their family they put money
over education.” This is true
because as you can see Nicolijah has that problem.
Ms. Doulis also states that
another reason why students fall
off track is because “they come
with a lack of confidence that
they will not complete highschool, which stops them from
doing the work they have to
do.” To her, if kids set goals
and have a positive mindset,
they can go a long way. Her job
is to help kids keep track of
their progress. She tells them
what classes they still need and
what they need to finish to complete their transcript.” She
makes sure you’re here and doing everything you need to do.
To the students, she tells them
“pass as many classes as you
can with a good grade, make
sure you’re focused, speak to
her if you need her.” I myself,

the school sets in place. When
asked what he thinks the problem with students being off
track is, he says, “there is too
much attention going towards
social media and phones and
other than their work.”
In many schools, they use a
company called “Yonder, which
is basically like a phone pouch
for the students. We obviously
don’t use it, but why? The principal himself says, “I leave it up
to the teachers if they want to
use it.” Before he thinks about
doing it himself, he leaves it to
the teachers. He believes that
giving them a “sustainable system for them to take cell phones
from students.” Teachers have
to decide a system that they
want to put in place. Lastly, the
principal believes staying on
track is not hard if you do what
you have to do. He is impressed

What do you think… Send your comments to: IG@myhrhsstory

with the attendance this year
and hopes that it stays that
way. Also, he hopes that there
will be more graduates than
last year. The principal is doing everything he can to make
this school great, and every
year after, but it is also up to
students to show him that he
is doing his job well as we are
doing ours.
In Harlem Renaissance the
outcomes are amazing like
(going out for lunch, getting
out of high-school all together, that diploma is the best).
Have the thought on your
mind to help you push forward DOn’t quIT !!!!

What do you
think? Write
your comments
on:
IG@myhrhsstory
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Senior’s, Do College Application Deadlines Matter?
The sooner the better!
by SHANIA DIAZ and LINA LOCKETT
In the 2017-2018 school year,
the 33 students who applied for
college on time, almost all got
accepted. There is always a
push to get all seniors to apply
for college, and even trade
schools before deadlines if they
want to be enrolled on time.
Harlem Renaissance seniors, if
you want to start college on
time, filling out college applications in a timely fashion is very
important. If you want to be enrolled into college, you need to
start asking questions about the
application process during your
senior year, and even prior to
that. You will not always be
told what you are needed to do.

The biggest thing that needs to
be known is when are admission and financial aid deadlines
for all colleges you want to attend. Kids who are really interested, stay in close contact with
their guidance counselors to get
help filling out college applications. Students need to apply
before the deadlines if they
want a better chance of being
enrolled.
Therefore, upcoming seniors
it's best to start applying for college before your senior year: the
sooner the better. “Throughout
one’s senior year, there are

deadlines set by colleges. Most
colleges have different deadlines. Some application deadlines are in December first,
some are January first, and
some colleges have rolling admissions, meaning one can apply at any time during the year.
When it comes to rolling admissions, earlier is better because
schools start accepting students
once they process applications
until they no longer accept
them. If a student waits until the
last minute, rolling admissions
could be closed when enrollment is full. Applying at the last
minute becomes complicated
because one has to research new
choices at the last minute, this is
hard when one has other things
to worry about, especially during Senior year. To save yourself from trouble and unnecessary stress, apply on time.
Many students do not get to
go to college because it is expensive, however Harlem Renaissance High School has financial aid programs available
for students, so take the chance.
October is the deadline for
Spring college admissions. February is the deadline for admissions in the fall. It is important
for students to go to LTW or
LPP or even guidance counselors to speak about college and
get help on admissions and financial aid.
We recommend students apply in school so they can receive help from people in LTW,
LPP and guidance counselors to
fill out the forms. If applying
online, you may have to pay for
admissions and tuition. Be
smart and get help from students that have previously applied and know the process. It

What do you think… Send your comments to: IG@myhrhsstory

will make the process much
easier for you.
Some students only think
about deadlines, not realizing
there are other factors in the situation. For example, Grace
Brady applied for college before
deadlines and then got accepted
to start classes in the fall of
2018. She had to postpone starting until next fall of 2019, because she had not yet taken one
of her regents. She had to return
to HR and take one class so she
could take the test in January.
When applying for college, do
not think only about deadlines
because be conscious of what
you need to do to graduate be-

fore applying. Ask yourself, am
I really ready to apply.
Grace will start BMCC College in the fall. She feels nervous about interacting with other
college students because she is
not sure of what to expect when
she walks through those college
doors. “I feel like I am going to
be nervous because I don’t
know what to expect. There are
so many people from different
places and I’ve never been to
college before, but I’ve heard so
many different experiences
from people.” Grace’s story informed us that many kids probably put off applying to college
because they are scared of the
We want to hear from you!!
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hand it in on time because you
want to have a better chance of
being enrolled. If financial aid
is what you are looking for, it is
even more important to ask
questions and do everything
early. Asking questions about
college applications can make
things easier for you and help
you manage the unknown. To
be able to put in applications on
time asking questions is the
key!
Don’t forget to go and check
out the college fair that LTW

future. Many students don’t go
to college because they are not
ready for it. Grace wants to go
to college so she can be successful and live a great life with
her son Julius. She recommends
other students apply and then
start planning on how to use
college to plan out a successful
life.
For all the students that want
to go to college right after high
school, it is so important you
put in your college applications
by the deadlines! You want to

and the LYFE program are
sponsoring next week!

College...Is It Part of YOUR future?
Is going to college after high school the right choice for you?
by TIONNA VANBROOK and DE’NARY GENTLE
Hello students of Harlem Renaissance! Is college a part of
your future? Does it have to be?
After talking to the students of
HRHS, we have found that college is not the only option after
leaving here and that’s okay.
After high school, many
teens decide whether to attend
college or not. Some choose to
go to trade school or the military. Even if they do have plans
to go to college, some don’t
want to go right away. They
may want to focus on something else or take a break from
school. According to the LTW
manager, Kevin Daniels, students who have been in high
school for a while, tend to just
want to get their credits and
graduate. However, he stated,
“Last year we had 33 kids that
applied to college. We had 4
students on track to go to trade
school. A lot of students express
military interest but they end up
not going.”
Today’s society bases success on college degrees or your
annual salary and abandons
genuine and spiritual happy students. Various students are
pressured into college because

they fear college is the only
route to success and they will
only have money to pay bills,
but not live comfortably. However, there's many people that
attend trade school and the military who make a decent salary
and achieve their goals. For example HRHS student, Dilcia
Lagombra stated, “I’m talented
in a specific way, doing hair so
I feel that if I go to college, I
feel that I am not going to
achieve the goals I need to
achieve. I’m afraid of going to
college. I want to make a lot of
money, yes, but I am afraid I
am going to fail or not graduate
college. Even though she has
chosen not to go to college, she
knows for sure she will achieve
her goal as a beautician without
attending college.
In my opinion, I feel that
many students get discouraged
by the college workload and
give up before even trying. For
example, in my interview Dilcia
expressed college interest further down the road, after she
works at styling hair. She believes, it can benefit her in that
she could get a business degree
which would teach her how to

What do you think… Send your comments to: IG@myhrhsstory

own her own hair salon. She
thinks she might go to college
eventually but right now she
scared of failing to focus on the
skills of doing hair, which is her
most important dream.
A few students decide not to
attend college simply because
they want a more disciplined
lifestyle and that's fine. A student at HRHS, Shackaya Bird
expressed, “Currently I'm the
oldest of 4. My mom has to pay
for 4 kids to go to college that is
a lot”. The air force monitors
your diet. When I go to college
I’m not going to focus, I'm going to be distracted”. College is
really expensive and the average parent cannot afford to pay
for it and loans are expensive. If
a student is not ready to go to
college, but would prefer to get
discipline instead, that is a
smart decision. She also wants
to get away from distractions
caused from her daily life and
use the air force to learn how to
live a more structured life.
Many students decide to just
find a consistent job before going to college so they could
have a source of income so that
they could be financially stable.
We want to hear from you!!
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Briyana Brown is student at
Harlem renaissance. She stated,
“I’m looking forward in going
to college but before that I want
to get a good and steady job. It
will help me get more
knowledge and skills on the
things that I want to do in life”.
Sometimes students feel like
going straight to college is overwhelming financially. Paying
for college while trying to live a
stable life can be challenging.
However, college is beneficial
for basic life skills, easier access to jobs and can be the start
of your desired career.
Various students don't want
to go to college, trade school, or
pursue the military. Some students just want to focus on pursuing their dreams. Shane Gad-

dy is a new student at HRHS
and he stated, “I don't want to
go to college after graduating
because I have other plans. I
make music, I want to focus on
that first. One day I do see myself going to college, just not
right now.” Not going to college
to focus on music can just give
students the opportunity to do
what they love before committing to a long term decision.

As senior year for most approach, the choice of going to

college either is pushed to the
back of their mind or is their
main decision. Even if going to
college was a first choice, if
they fall off and had been in
high school longer than the time
they were supposed to, they just
want to focus on getting out rather than going to college. Most
students opt out of college to
focus on their hobbies and to
find a quicker income. Most
students at HRHS spent more
than 4 years in High School;
therefore various students decide to not attend college because they don't want to spend
more time on their education.
Many students may be confused
about college because they
might not be sure if its worth
their time or money.

The Halloween Scene
What’s hot about Halloween in Harlem Renaissance
by KAHLIA MURRAY-BEY and JENNEDY SANCHEZ
As teenagers get older, they
become uninterested in costumes and dress up for Halloween. In recent years, HRHS students have participated in the
Halloween festivities. As we
look back at 2017 Halloween
trends, the big movie attraction
was, “Happy Death Day.” The
most popular costume on the
streets was the Purge mask and
the biggest Halloween event
was Fright Fest at Six Flags
Great Adventure.
This year for Halloween,
many students are gearing up
for our annual Halloween bash
here at Harlem Renaissance, as
well as working to build up attendance to be able to go to this
year’s
Fright
Fest.
Looking
out for
the newest, hottest cos-

tume trends and
making plans to
watch the latest
Halloween
movies. As we
roam the hallways of HRHS
and took a poll,
we gradually realized many
people no longer make big Halloween plans. When we began
to calculate peoples responses
to our questions about Halloween, we also found that the majority of students primarily plan
to go see “Halloween.” While
some will actually get dressed
up and go to a Halloween event.
We also found when conducting our poll that a lot of students weren’t interested in Halloween in general, which made
us think about the amount of
attention that Halloween receives. We asked ourselves is
Halloween only for little kids?
We interviewed Ms. Owens
and received insight on the up-

What do you think… Send your comments to: IG@myhrhsstory

coming event that student council has for Halloween. She says,
“Last year was a success because students had a good time,
celebrated with each other and
the student council created the
attractions so that students as
well as staff could participate
together.” We figure that students don’t care about Halloween because they might not be
able to plan parties. But if students had a good time last year,
it’s because a good time was
planned for all.
As we approach the Halloween festivities that will happen
here at HR, we are excited
about the grand events planned
for this year’s Halloween. In the
meantime, we
are gearing up
for it.

We want to hear from you!!
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Introducing Sincerely Yours…
Dear HRHS Students,
I am a student here at HRHS and I’ve struggled during my high school years before coming here due to personal
issues. I have also struggled because after dealing with my personal life and realizing how hard school was I was going to give up. Being a freshman, I was goofing around and not focused because I had lost my aunt before school
started. That took a big toll on me and still does. I was taken out of school for a month because of that and it took me
off track .
My sophomore year I was so done with school I didn’t want to do anything. I was going to a charter school and
messing up because it was just too much from 7:55 - 4:00, it was nothing but work. Some of my classes would be 75
minutes long. Being that I wasn’t focused, that just made it worse because I would sleep or get distracted with other
things. There was times I wouldn’t go to school at all, whether my mom knew or didn't.
What made me pick to go to a transfer school? I realized I was messing up so bad and that I shouldn't have. My
mom was getting in trouble for my actions and I felt that it wasn't right for her. So I spoke with my guidance counselor and she said that a transfer school would be a better fit for me. So we looked and I picked HRHS because it is
closer to my mom’s job and the requirements for this school was a good fit for me. I got advice from many people but
being so young I thought I knew everything so I ignored it. Now I am focusing on getting on track and managing everything. What I have learned is putting your mind to things and having the right motivation gets you far.
“Sincerely Yours” is a section in our newsletter that allows students to help solve their peers problems by giving
good feedback. This is also to show others that they aren't the only ones struggling. I advise many who are here to
take advantage of the opportunity. I’d like to introduce myself to you to our column called Sincerely Yours.
Sincerely Yours

Dear Sincerely Yours,
I struggle with the fact that my sister has seizures. I struggle with it because that’s my little sister. She is only 15
and it’s scary. God forbid something bad happens to her, I don’t know what I would do. Not only that but I don’t want
other kids to make fun of her if it happens in school. She has epilepsy. I get really scared and nervous because I am
not sure when it will happen or where. My sister hasn’t had one in a while, but when she was getting them it was constantly, meaning every week or every month.
Epilepsy doesn’t go away so I think that is apart of my biggest fear for her. She is 15, so she doesn’t like to be babied about it. I struggle with not babying her. It’s hard for my family, her and me. Another one of my biggest fears
about this is what if she has one on my watch? That will look so bad on my part because if something happens, it’s on
my plate because how am I supposed to know what to do? My first reactions is shock. Like, I get stuck because it is
nerve wrecking. My sister and I argue a lot, and it makes me think all that commotion and stuff can cause her to catch
one at any moment. But I am her sibling, I have to do something. I try my hardest to take care of my sister and to
make sure she is great. My question is how can I help my sister and teach her to be cautious and to be safe at all
times? How do I give her space and not be down her back all the time, but still show I care and am there for her?
Student X

What do you think… Send your comments to: IG@myhrhsstory

We want to hear from you!!
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Dear Student X,
First I want to start off by saying that I am so sorry you have to go through this. My opinion is don’t baby her all
the time. When something is not normal with you, you don’t want someone down your back, so it is the same for her.
You have to give her space, so that she knows you care, but just like it is scary and stressful for you, it is worse for
her. You have to remember it is her who is going through it.
Now if she ever catches one on your watch there are things you can do. To start off, do a practice run with your sister. Know the steps you are to take, for example, move sharp objects from around her, time how long they are, make
sure to push her on her side and don’t try to stop her movements. Let her seizure pass while you call 911.
Of course you are going to be nervous, but try to stay calm and make sure you stay positive. You must remember,
you can not save someone who goes through this, you can only support them. This is what matters. Nobody would
blame you because it is something that can’t be controlled. Try not to fight with her all the time. Instead, just be patient and try to talk things through with her.
Sincerely Yours

Student, Teacher, and Support Staff of the Month
by MAE’LANI WORRELL
By giving recognition of appreciation to our students and staff members, it confirms that their hard work is being
valued by others in our HRHS community. Our mission is to have their satisfaction and productivity rise as well as
motivate to maintain or improve their good work.

Jason King

Mr. DiMaggio

Ms. Rivera

“Jason is always on time.
He has great attendance
and his grades are good. He
is always willing to help
his fellow classmates.”

“He makes me feel happy
to learn because he is such
an enthusiastic teacher and
loves teaching. I appreciate
that a lot.”

“Keeps my sweater for me
when I get cold.”

“Jason has 100% attendance. He is a hard worker.”

“Is a great teacher who
gives out lollipops.”

“She is so fire!”

“Jason is serious about
learning. He wants to learn,
not just for passing classes
and tests.”

“He is fun and keeps our
class interesting and examples are very good.”

“She is really helpful and
nice to me all the time.”

“She always smiles and
treats us like we special.”

“He doesn’t give homework and he is funny.”

What do you think… Send your comments to: IG@myhrhsstory

We want to hear from you!!
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